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Back to Video Craig James Ostler: In this Palmyra Building, Egbert B. Grandin printed the first copies of the
Book of Mormon in Palmyra village. He had been open less than one year, when approached about printing
copies of the Book of Mormon. Grandin was a year-old publisher at the time that Joseph Smith approached
him to print the Book of Mormon. Grandin had been in the publishing business since he was Such a large
order without solid financial backing, did not interest Mr. Grandin in addition to the fact that he disagreed with
the project on religious principles, and he refused the project. Grandin managed his business from this office.
Thus, it was most likely here that the Prophet Joseph Smith contracted with E. Grandin to publish the Book of
Mormon. The typesetting process in the days of Joseph Smith was a very difficult and detailed process.
Everything that you see on the printed page, including space between words, indents, and everything else
required somebody by hand to insert a little piece of metal type. One average page of the Book of Mormon
contains about separate little pieces of metal. After the type had been set, each sheet was printed on an Acorn
Hand Press and hung to dry, after which they were taken to the second floor to the bindery. The Book of
Mormon was bound in leather in this room. The printer sheets came down from the third floor and were here
cut in half to make two sheets of 16 pages. These sheets were then folded into what was known as a signature
page. A total of 37 signature pages composed the first edition of the Book of Mormon. The signature sheets
were placed in the standing book press, with its screw-like mechanism adding pressure as it twisted down to
flatten the pages. To the side of the press is the planing table at which the folded edges were trimmed to allow
them to open for reading. Next, the signature sheets were stitched together with needle and thread at the
sewing table and passed to the gluing table. Leather sheepskin stretched over cardboard for the book cover
was attached to the pages and the titleâ€”The Book of Mormonâ€”was embossed in gold leaf. Yes, it looks
very familiar. It lines up even referring to the seven double-banded gold lines on the spine of both volumes
Reid Moon: I am wondering if this is something that the typesetter knew about, if Joseph requested itâ€¦ or
Oliver, orâ€¦ Reid Moon: Somebody in the mix would have seen this referring to the Bible. You do notâ€¦
Craig James Ostler: Ensign, July , New York State, See also, Kent P. Exploring the Life and Ministry of the
Prophet, eds. Susan Easton Black and Andrew C. Skinner, Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company, Bortles, ;
and a revised edition of Ostrander, Mathematical Expositor See Crawley, First Mormon Book, Thus each
sixteen-page form contained about forty thousand pieces of type.
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He was a member of the Fairchild family , descendants of Thomas Fairchild of Stratford , Connecticut. He
continued his studies at Iowa State and at Rutgers with his uncle, Byron Halsted , a noted biologist. He
received an honorary D. Barbour Lathrop , a wealthy world traveler, persuaded Fairchild to become a plant
explorer for the US Department of Agriculture. Fairchild was the author of a number of popular books on his
plant collecting expeditions. Of those early travels, Fairchild wrote, "I am glad that I saw a few of the quiet
places of the world before the coming of automobiles Department of Agriculture in Washington, D. One
accomplishment was to help introduce the cherry trees from Japan to Washington. Fairchild was a member of
the board of trustees of the National Geographic Society , [9] and an officer in what is now called the
Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. They named it " The Kampong ", after
similar family compounds in Java, Indonesia , where Fairchild had spent so many happy days collecting
plants. He covered this property with an extraordinary collection of rare tropical trees and plants and
eventually wrote a book about the place, entitled "The World Grows Round my Door". Fairchild was a
member of the board of regents of the University of Miami from to For three of those years he was chairman
of the board. A daughter, Nancy Bell, married another entomologist , Marston Bates , author of many books
on natural history. She herself wrote a book about living in rural Colombia during the s: David Grandison
Fairchild is commemorated in the scientific name of a species of lizard, Anolis fairchildi. Beside sharing his
legendary tropical botanical expertise, Fairchild provided graphic accounts of native cultures he was able to
see before their modernization. He was an accomplished photographer and illustrated these books himself. The
World Was My Garden: Travels of a Plant Explorer. The Discovery was "the most deserving book which
failed to receive adequate sales and recognition". National Geographic Society, Fairchild also wrote numerous
monographs about plants, plant exploring, and the transportation and cultivation of new plants in the United
States. Botanical Citation[ edit ] The standard author abbreviation D. Fairchild is used to indicate this person
as the author when citing a botanical name.
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The travels and adventures of David C. Bunnell: during twenty-three years of a Seafaring life, containing an account of
the Battle of Lake Erie.
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Book digitized by Google from the library of the University of Michigan and uploaded to the Internet Archive by user tpb.
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The Travels and Adventures of David C. Bunnell by David C Bunnell starting at $ The Travels and Adventures of David
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The Travels and Adventures of David C. Bunnell: During Twenty- Three Years of a Seafaring Life () Hardcover BooksBuy The Travels and Adventures of David C. Bunnell: During Twenty- Three Years of a Seafaring Life () Books online at
lowest price with Rating & Reviews, Free Shipping*, COD.
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The third day after the gale, we spoke the ship Planter, of new-york, from Liverpool, bound for new-york. She had lost
several of her masts in the late violent gale, and was in rath ar a shattered condition.

8: Pooh's Adventures Series | Pooh's Adventures Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The travels and adventures of David C. Bunnell during twenty-three years of a sea-faring life, containing an accurate
account of the battle on Lake Erie under the command of Com. Oliver H. Perry also service among the Greeks,
imprisonment among th.

9: The travels and adventures of David C. Bunnell - Cruisers & Sailing Forums
Search the history of over billion web pages on the Internet.
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